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Abstract:
Submerged aquatic vegetation affects flow, sediment and ecological processes
within rivers. Quantifying these effects is key to effective river management. Despite
a wealth of research into vegetated flows, the detailed flow characteristics around
real plants in natural channels are still poorly understood. Here we present a new
methodology for representing vegetation patches within computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) models of vegetated channels. Vegetation is represented using a
Mass Flux Scaling Algorithm (MFSA) and drag term within the Reynolds-Averaged
Navier-Stokes Equations, which account for the mass and momentum effects of the
vegetation respectively. The model is applied using three different grid resolutions
(0.2, 0.1 & 0.05 m) using time-averaged solution methods and compared to field
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data. The results show that the model reproduces the complex spatial flow
heterogeneity within the channel and that increasing the resolution leads to
enhanced model accuracy. Future applications of the model to the prediction of
channel roughness, sedimentation and key eco-hydraulic variables are presented,
likely to be valuable for informing effective river management.

Keywords: Vegetated channels, Eco-hydraulics, Computational Fluid Dynamics,
Drag

1. Introduction
Submerged aquatic vegetation is abundant in many lowland river systems and exerts
a strong influence on the functioning of the fluvial system. Vegetation, through the
additional flow resistance it generates, influences water depth, mean flow velocities
(Jarvela, 2002, Green, 2005a, Nepf et al., 2007) and turbulence (Okamoto and
Nezu, 2009, Nikora, 2010), which subsequently affects sediment dynamics (Dawson,
1981, Sand-Jensen et al., 1989, López and García, 1998), water quality (Kadlec and
Knight, 1996, Ghisalberti and Nepf, 2006) and habitat diversity (Westlake, 1975, Liu
et al., 2008). Consequently, research has investigated the effects of vegetation on
flow, but predominantly focussing on: single plants (e.g. Siniscalchi and Nikora,
2013, Albayrak et al., 2014); idealised patches and canopies (e.g. Ghisalberti and
Nepf, 2002, Okamoto and Nezu, 2009, Marjoribanks et al., 2014b, Meire et al.,
2014); or the modification of roughness parameters at the larger scale (e.g. Kouwen
and Unny, 1973, Green, 2005b, Shucksmith et al., 2011).
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Flow data around real vegetation patches in natural channels are relatively scarce
(Naden et al., 2006). Field studies have measured vegetation and flow at the patchscale but these have focussed primarily on velocity profiles around and above single
patches (Naden et al., 2006, Sukhodolov and Sukhodolova, 2010) or descriptive
analysis of the spatial patterns of flow structure (Cotton et al., 2006). However, flow
adjustment around vegetation patches controls the magnitude of form drag exerted
on the flow. This in turn determines the flow resistance as well as the extent of wake
regions that introduce process heterogeneity, promote sedimentation and provide
habitat for terrestrial and aquatic wildlife (López and García, 1998, Kemp et al.,
2000, Liu and Shen, 2008). Thus the physical processes driving flow-vegetation
interactions at the patch-scale need to be fully understood to explain how vegetation
affects both spatial and temporal flow dynamics and hence river morphodynamics,
eco-hydraulics and stream biogeochemistry.

Current models for predicting the effect of vegetation on flow in natural channels
focus predominantly on the effects of vegetative resistance on reach-scale hydraulic
parameters such as mean bulk velocity and flow depth. The models are often
dependent upon physically-based empirical relationships using roughness
parameters (e.g. Ferguson, 2007) and do not provide information on the spatial
patterns of flow structure (Green, 2005b, Baptist et al., 2007, Folkard, 2011,
Marjoribanks et al., 2014a). Verschoren et al. (2015) highlight the potential for
modelling spatial flow patterns around vegetation patches, though their model still
relies upon roughness parameters and uses a simplified flow model. Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has the potential to provide additional insight into flowvegetation interactions within natural channels where intensive flow measurement
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can be problematic but this requires improved models of the interactions between
vegetation and river flow (Marjoribanks et al., 2014a).

The aim of this paper is to develop and to apply a new methodology for representing
vegetation patches within a low-resolution CFD methodology that enables the
prediction of the effect of vegetation on spatial flow patterns. Such information is
crucial in assessing the impact of vegetation on hydraulics, sediment transport and
stream ecosystems and permits holistic river management. We suggest herein that a
predictive model should not be dependent on empirical calibration, but instead rely
upon a physical process representation of flow-vegetation interaction. The specific
objectives of this paper are: (1) to develop a physically-based vegetation model
within a CFD framework; (2) to assess the predictive capability of the model and the
impact of spatial resolution on flow prediction as compared with field data; and (3) to
apply the model alongside a bare channel case in order to examine the impact of
vegetation on flow and to extract key hydraulic, geomorphological and ecological
variables.

2. Field Methodology
2.1. Field Site
In order to obtain the necessary boundary conditions and validation data, field data
were collected from the River Browney in Durham, northern England. The reach was
chosen due to its relatively simple cross-section and planform shape and the
abundance of submerged vegetation. The river reach flows through agricultural land
with a stream gradient of ~0.0035. This reach of the river had a predominantly gravel
bed (

=0.036 m, D84=0.0783), with a significant amount of coarse boulder material.
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The vegetation was dominated by Ranunculus penicillatus with one additional reed
patch (Phragmites spp.) and riparian vegetation along both banks. At the time of
survey, the riparian vegetation was predominantly overhanging from the bank and
therefore not considered. However, it did inhibit surveying of the river edge in parts.
The average flow depth was approximately 0.2 m.

2.2. Data collection
In order to produce a digital elevation model (DEM) as a boundary condition for the
CFD simulation, topographic data were collected using a Total Station electronic
distance meter (EDM). Measurements were taken at a series of cross-sections
approximately 0.2 m apart in the downstream direction, with a similar separation
between points in the cross-stream direction. The resulting DEM had a point density
of between 20-50 points per square metre throughout the channel. Based upon
previous work, this has been shown to obtain a good representation of gravel bed
rivers with less than 15% loss of information (Lane et al., 1994). The DEM (Figure 1)
shows a relatively even bed with a slight pool at the end of the domain.

Vegetation positions were geo-located by mapping the outline shape of each patch
using the Total Station EDM. These outlines were converted into polygon vegetation
maps and then mapped onto a raster for insertion into the numerical model. In
addition, the mean submergence depth of each patch was recorded, with the caveat
that this will be spatially and temporally variable for each patch.

Flow measurements were taken using a Sontek acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV)
at five cross-sections including the inlet and outlet of the domain, during steady
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discharge, to provide both boundary conditions and validation data (Figure 1). Each
time series was collected for 1 minute, at 10 Hz resolution, to provide a stationary
time series (Buffin-Bélanger and Roy, 2005). Velocity measurements were taken at
0.4 of the depth, in order to obtain a depth-averaged velocity estimate at each
location.

3. Numerical Methodology
3.1. Flow modelling
Flow was modelled by solving the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations using
a finite-volume approach. Here we use the Reynolds-averaged (RANS) form of the
mass and momentum equations (Equations 1-2) obtained by splitting the flow
variables into time-averaged ( ) and fluctuating ( ) components such that
. In equations 1 and 2,
(

),

is the pressure,

is the three-dimensional velocity vector

is the corresponding Cartesian co-ordinate vector (

is the fluid density and

),

is the dynamic viscosity.

(1)
(2)
All of the terms in Equation 2 are expressed as time-averaged quantities with the
exception of the final terms, the Reynolds stresses, which originate from the product
of the fluctuating velocity components. There is no direct way of calculating these
terms and solving the RANS equations requires use of a turbulence closure scheme
to model the effects of turbulent Reynolds stresses (Lane, 1998). Using the
Boussinesq approximation (Boussinesq, 1877) the Reynolds stresses can be related
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to time-averaged velocity gradients and an eddy viscosity term ( ) (Keylock et al.,
2005, Sotiropoulos, 2005) (Equation 3).
(3)
There are many approaches to calculating the eddy viscosity (see Sotiropoulos,
2005). The most common is the two-equation

model that relates the eddy

viscosity to the ratio of turbulent kinetic energy ( ) and dissipation ( ), both of which
must be solved using additional transport equations. Here we use the

Re-

Normalization Group (RNG) turbulence closure model (Yakhot and Orszag, 1986),
which has been adopted in geomorphological applications due to its improved
performance in regions of high strain and flow separation compared to the standard
model (Lien and Leschziner, 1994, Hodskinson and Ferguson, 1998,
Bradbrook et al., 2000, Ferguson et al., 2003).

The RANS equations are solved using the SIMPLEST algorithm (Spalding, 1980)
whereby the velocity field is solved using the momentum equation (Equation 2) and
then a pressure correction is applied to solve the mass equation (Equation 1)
ensuring a divergence-free velocity field. This process of solving for momentum and
then correcting for continuity is repeated iteratively until a converged solution is
obtained. The convergence criterion was set such that the residuals of mass and
momentum flux were reduced to 0.1% of the inlet flux.

3.2. Discretisation and boundary conditions
The domain was 13 m long ( ), 7 m wide ( ) and 0.4 m high ( ). In order to evaluate
the effect of discretisation on the performance of the vegetation models, each model
was applied with three different spatial resolutions (

): 0.05 m (nx=260, ny=130,
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nz=8); 0.1 m (nx=130, ny=70, nz=4); and 0.2 m (nx=65, ny=35, nz=2) where nx, ny and nz
are the number of grid cells in the x, y and z directions respectively. These three
resolutions are referred to as ‘high’, ‘medium’ and ‘low’ resolutions. This enabled
investigation of the effect of spatial resolution on process representation and
therefore resolution requirements for accurate simulation of the reach. For each
simulation, a regular Cartesian grid was used and the bed topography was
interpolated onto a raster and represented using a mass flux scaling algorithm
(MFSA) approach. The MFSA allows the inclusion of complex mass blockages within
a regular Cartesian grid through the alteration of cell porosities. This approach was
first proposed by Olsen and Stokseth (1995) and was developed further by Lane et
al. (2002, 2004). The advantage of this approach is that it allows inclusion of
complex boundaries without the need for grid distortion that can lead to increased
artificial diffusion and numerical instability (Hardy et al., 2005).

The sub-grid grain-scale drag acting at the bed was represented using a combined
MFSA and drag force method as outlined by Carney et al. (2006) using D84=0.0783
m as the representative grain size. The free surface was represented using a rigid-lid
approximation based on the average water surface measured along the reach.

The inlet data were linearly interpolated from the time-averaged ADV readings, and
all three time-averaged velocity components, as well as the kinetic energy, were
specified at the inlet. The time and space averaged inlet velocity and kinetic energy
were used throughout the domain to initialise the simulation and aid convergence.
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3.3. Vegetation model
The vegetation was represented using both an MFSA to account for the mass
blockage of the vegetation and a drag force term that was implemented as a
momentum sink term in the Navier-Stokes equations (e.g. Wilson and Shaw, 1977,
Fischer-Antze et al., 2001, Lopez and Garcia, 2001) . The finite volume continuity
equation has the form:
(4)
where

is the variable of interest ( ) the index represents the value at the cell

centre, the index

represents the values at neighbouring cell centres and the

previous time-step and

is the linear source coefficient. The neighbour links (

)

have the form
(5)
Where

is the cell-face area,

is the cell-face porosity,

the local velocity perpendicular to the face and

and

is the fluid density,

is

are diffusion and transient

terms respectively. Thus, in order to introduce the MFSA, the value of

is altered at

each face according to the presence of vegetation and was calculated as the solid
volume fraction, assuming an equal distribution of vegetation mass:
(6)
Here,

is the stem density (per square metre of the bed) and

is the stem radius

(m). The average stem density was estimated as 10 000 stems/m2 and the stem
radius was estimated as 0.0015 m based on field observations. This represents a
solid volume fraction of ~0.07, which is in agreement with observed values for
aquatic vegetation canopies (Nepf et al., 2013). To introduce the momentum sink
term, the drag force per unit mass was calculated using Equation 7 (Nepf, 1999) and
the linearised source term, (

was therefore calculated using Equation 8.
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(7)
(8)
In these equations,

is the dimensionless drag coefficient, and

is the

magnitude of the currently stored value of the variable of interest ( ). In the
converged solution,

and therefore the correct source term is calculated. The

drag coefficient was taken as 1, in line with previous studies (Kim and Stoesser,
2011).

Vegetation locations were geo-located within the domain using the patch location
and submergence depth. It was assumed that each patch of vegetation filled the
height of the domain up to its measured canopy top height. In the upper most
vegetated cell, where the vegetation did not occupy the entire cell, the drag force
and MFSA values were scaled linearly accordingly to the percentage of the cell that
was considered vegetated. Cells above the canopy top were treated as free from
vegetation.

Previous studies have sought to model the additional sub-grid turbulent kinetic
energy production due to vegetation (e.g. Lopez and Garcia, 2001). However, this
requires calibration for different flow situations. It has also been shown that in natural
channel flows, the sink terms dominate the turbulent diffusive terms (Fischer-Antze
et al., 2001, Stoesser et al., 2003). Therefore, the turbulence effects of vegetation
were not included within the Navier-Stokes equations.

4. Methodological approach to comparison of field and model data
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In order to compare the modelled data and the field data, we apply both a reachscale and a single point hydraulic comparison. At the reach-scale, we compare the
Manning’s n roughness values, which directly correspond to the water surface slope.
Using Equation 9 the water surface slope ( ) is extracted (Nicholas, 2001) from the
model data and used to calculate the Manning’s

roughness value using Equation

10.
(9)

(10)
Here the hydraulic radius (

) is estimated based on the domain average,

calculated using the numerical model cross-sections to obtain the cross-sectional
area ( ) and wetter perimeter ( ). The mean downstream velocity ( ) is averaged
over the wetted domain. For the field data, the bed topography and depth
measurements at the ADV locations are used to calculate the water surface slope
and the mean velocities are averaged over the ADV locations.

In order to compare single point velocities between the field and numerical data, 3component velocities are sampled from the model across three cross-sections
(Figure 1), excluding the inlet and outlet. To get an idea of the spatial performance of
the model, we analyse the cross-stream variation in downstream and cross-stream
velocity predictions from the models. This has the benefit that it is able to identify the
ability of the model to reproduce the overall flow structure rather than simply
replicate individual point values. The velocity data at each (x,y) location across the
model domain are averaged over all the fluid cells in the vertical (z) direction to
obtain a depth-averaged velocity across the whole domain. Depth-averaged,
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downstream velocity is used as the primary variable for analysis as this is the most
useful indicator for conveyance. However, cross-stream velocities are also
presented.

Performance of the models is quantified using mean absolute error (MAE) values
between the modelled and observed velocities at the ADV measurement locations.
MAE was chosen as this metric provides a representative error estimate that is less
skewed by the presence of a few very large error values that may not relate to model
prediction error. Within highly heterogeneous flows such as those with sharp flow
gradients associated with vegetation shear layers, geolocation errors within the ADV
data can cause high apparent errors in velocity. To account for this, we compare the
ADV data not just to the single corresponding point measurement within the
numerical simulation, but to modelled values over a small spatial window around the
exact measurement location (0-0.4m) along the cross-section, and analyse how the
minimum MAE varies with window size ( ). We anticipate two effects of this analysis.
Firstly, errors in geolocation will lead to a sharp decrease in minimum MAE (Figure
2) over a window size that is representative of the likely error magnitude in
geolocation of measurements and flow features within the simulation (e.g. GPS
errors). Secondly, minimum MAE will statistically decrease with increasing window
size, due to the increase in data points providing a larger random distribution of
values against which to compare the data. This will produce a more gradual
decrease (Figure 2). Therefore, the window size is selected based upon visual
examination of the results to identify a threshold value ( ) that captures the majority
of geolocation errors while minimising the impact of the statistical effect.
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While we anticipate that this will diminish the impact of geolocation error, a
conservative choice of spatial window may not account for large geolocation errors.
Therefore, having applied a spatial window we visually characterise remaining errors
into three categories (Figure 3). Firstly, remaining errors due to geolocation are likely
to be characterised by consistent lateral shifts in both downstream and cross-stream
velocities at a single velocity measurement location. Secondly, errors due to model
performance, including the effects of parameterisation and the limitations of the
model itself are likely to be represented by consistent deviation from the field data
across multiple locations. Thirdly, errors in field data collection due to performance of
the measurement equipment are likely to involve single locations where the model
deviates from the field data, in contrast to neighbouring points. These three
categories provide qualitative categorisation of the errors. However, we note that it is
not possible to verify these assumptions and it is likely that errors may cumulate
across all three categories.

We use both the reach-scale and point-scale comparisons to assess the impact of
grid resolution (

) on predicted flow velocity, by comparing predictions of

the vegetation model across three grid resolutions to the ADV data collected in the
field. The objective here is not to perform a grid independence study for model
verification (Hardy et al., 2003) as at such low resolution we do not expect the
solution to be grid-independent, if it is possible to talk about grid independence when
applying CFD to a continuously-varying but measurement-sampled surface: as a grid
is refined, it is likely to resolve flow around the topographically sampled surface and
not the real surface. Instead, the goal is to assess the impact of grid resolution (and
by extension topographic and vegetation patch resolution) on the solution and to
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evaluate the degree to which the representation of key features such as wakes and
recirculation regions is sensitive to grid resolution.

5. Model Assessment
First we consider the reach-scale predictive capability of the model across the three
resolutions. The measured Manning’s n value for the reach is

= 0.075. Comparing

the results of the three different resolution models (Table 1) shows that the high
resolution model performs best with less than 5% error, and that the error value
increases with grid size. The medium resolution model gives an error of 6.7% while
the low resolution model produces an error of 16.3%. These results demonstrate a
significant increase in reach-scale predictive capability with resolution, particularly
between the low and medium resolution cases. However, the trend is not
straightforward. For the medium and low resolution cases, the model over-predicts
the Manning’s n value whereas the high resolution model under-predicts the
roughness.

Comparing the single point velocity measurements, the plot of MAE against window
size for the downstream velocity (Figure 4) shows that by simply considering the
single data points, errors range between 0.06 and 0.11 ms-1. The data point at ~1 m
in XS2 was excluded from the error analysis as it was identified to be an erroneous
field measurement based upon the magnitude of the mean and fluctuating velocity
signal in comparison to similar points. There appears to be a decreasing impact of
window size on MAE with initial sharp drop-off and then a more gradual decrease in
error that is consistent with the pattern predicted in Figure 2. It is not possible to
define an exact threshold value

between these two regimes. However, based
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upon visual inspection of Figures 4 and 5 we suggest that a spatial error window of
0.1 m (~0.5-2

, ~0.014 ) captures the majority of geolocation errors whilst

minimising the impact of the statistical decrease with window size (i.e.

).

Assuming a maximum spatial error of 0.1 m, the errors are between 0.04 and 0.09
ms-1. There is a clear improvement in prediction with increasing grid resolution with
over 50% reduction in error between the low and high resolution models. This
pattern is consistent across all window sizes.

For the cross-stream velocities, the errors at the ADV points at different resolutions
are more similar with values between 0.040 and 0.045 ms-1 (Figure 5). Similar to the
downstream velocities, there is an initial sharp drop-off in error with window size and
within a 0.1 m spatial window, the velocity errors fall to 0.025-0.035 ms-1. There is
evidence of increased predictive capacity with grid resolution and this is most
marked between the low and medium resolution models. Applying the spatial error
window of 0.1 m there is little difference in error (~0.001 ms-1) between the medium
and high-resolution models.

The point value comparisons by cross-section (Figure 6) show that the model is able
to reproduce the key visual features of cross-stream variation in depth-averaged
downstream velocity at all three cross-sections. It is encouraging that even at crosssection 3 (XS3), the farthest downstream from the inlet, complex flow patterns are
still being reproduced within the model, suggesting that the model performance
reflects accurate process representation and not simply propagation of the measured
inlet boundary conditions.
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Within the cross-section profile data (Figure 6) we identify three broad patterns of
interest. First, there are regions where model performance is enhanced gradually
with increased resolution. This is in agreement with the results in Figure 4 and is
particularly evident between 1-3 m in XS1. This pattern suggests that model errors
(Figure 3) are causing systematic errors at lower resolution. Second, there are
regions where an increase in resolution leads to a sudden dramatic improvement in
predictive capability. This can be seen at 1 m and 4 m in XS1. In both cases, with an
increase from medium to high resolution, there is a decrease in error of >0.1 ms-1.
Similarly, we characterise these as model errors that most likely relate to the
inadequate representation below certain resolutions of flow processes related to
topographic or vegetative forcing. Third, there are regions where all models perform
equally well, but there is large discrepancy between the observed and predicted
data. This can most clearly be seen at ~3.6 m in XS1, between 0 and 1 m and at
~2.6 m in XS2, and at ~2.7 m in XS3. In XS1, using the high resolution model data
we characterise this error as field measurement error due to the lower error at both
neighbouring points. For 0 to 1 m in XS2, given the large error (>0.2 ms-1) error
across neighbouring measurement points, we also characterise this error as model
error. Given the consistency of error between resolutions and the location of the ADV
points in shallow, unvegetated free-stream flow (see Figure 1), we suggest this error
may be due to specification of the boundary conditions (e.g. bed surface and free
surface). However, we do note the decrease in error at ~0.6m at the highest
resolution which suggests it is possible that there is also a discretisation effect.
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At both ~2.6 m in XS2 and ~2.7 m in XS3, there appears to be a lateral shift in the
downstream velocity peak and therefore it is possible that these errors are due to
geolocation. The cross-stream velocity profile for XS2 (Figure 7) shows a similar
spatial offset at ~2.6 m to that observed for the downstream velocity and therefore
the error is most likely to be due to geolocation. For XS3, there is no similar evidence
of an offset in the cross-stream velocity profile. Instead, the corresponding point
shows an isolated large error in cross-stream velocity across all resolutions (>0.05
ms-1) and therefore we suggest that this is most likely due to field measurement
error.

Similar to Figure 6, the cross-stream velocity profiles (Figure 7) highlight distinct
areas of the flow where prediction is visually good, such as 3 to 4 m in XS1 (Figure
7) with errors <0.01 ms-1 for the high resolution model. Here, the improvement
between the low and medium resolution models is clear. Similar improvement is also
seen across XS2. Conversely, there are sections in XS3 where the low-resolution
model appears to perform best (0-1 m, 3 to 4 m). There is no evidence of systematic
under- or over-prediction of velocity magnitudes by the model, as the models appear
to over-predict at XS2 and under-predict velocity magnitude at XS1.

These results demonstrate that in spite of errors the vegetation model is capable of
predicting the complex flow profiles within the channel. Even at the coarsest
resolution the model is able to reproduce large wake structures. However, there are
also clear thresholds in grid resolution and process representation. Increasing the
grid resolution enables improved accuracy in predicting velocity patterns and
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magnitudes, reducing downstream velocity errors by approximately 33% between
resolutions.

6. Application of the model to understanding reach-scale processes
Having assessed the performance of the model across a range of grid resolutions,
we now use the high resolution model results to discuss the impact of vegetation on
channel processes, as compared to an unvegetated, bare channel. In particular, we
consider the impact of vegetation on (i) flow hydraulics; (ii) sediment deposition and
morphodynamic evolution; and (iii) habitat and ecology (eco-hydraulics).

6.1. Flow hydraulics
The depth-averaged velocity plots for the unvegetated and vegetated channel cases
(Figures 8 & 9) show that the presence of vegetation within the channel increases
small-scale variability but dampens the impact of large regions of flow recirculation.
In the unvegetated case, the main channel is predominantly homogeneous except
for a number of very narrow (width<0.2 m) topographically-induced wake structures.
In contrast, in the vegetated case, there is increased spatial variation in downstream
velocity, with the formation of much wider wake regions (width>0.4 m) behind
individual vegetation patches. The maximum and minimum velocities across the
domain do not change as these are reached away from the locations of vegetation
patches. However, the distribution of downstream velocities across the domain for
the vegetated case (Figure 10a) shows a significantly different distribution
(Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, D*=0.1762, p<0.05) with much higher occurrence of
velocities substantially above and below the mean velocity compared with the
unvegetated case. This demonstrates the effect of vegetation patches (seen in
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Figure 8) in creating sub-channels and high velocity threads (as identified by Gurnell
(2006)) within the main channel. The result is a bimodal distribution of velocities
(Figure 10a) where the domain-averaged velocity (

ms-1) fails to describe

either of the two dominant flow regimes: wake flow and high velocity threads.

For the depth-averaged cross-stream velocities (Figure 9) there is also a clear visual
impact of the vegetation, introducing more variability in cross-stream velocities within
the channel. The distribution of cross-stream velocities is visually more similar
between the vegetated and the unvegetated channels than for the downstream
velocities (Figure 10b), but there is still a significant difference between the
distributions (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, D*=0.1474, p<0.05).

Figure 9a highlights the presence of large scale domain-induced recirculation
regions, for example just downstream of the inlet on the true left of the channel,
which appear stronger in the unvegetated channel and introduce large cross-stream
velocities. Therefore, although the vegetation introduces smaller-scale patch velocity
variations, it also decreases the effect of larger-scale channel-induced secondary
circulation. In addition, the vegetated domain exhibits sharp spatial downstream
velocity gradients (Figure 8) with many lateral canopy shear layers evident across
the domain that will create shear layer turbulent structures and contribute
significantly to the turbulent kinetic energy budget.

It is non-trivial to generalise the observed vegetation wake structures due to their
complex shape in comparison to those used to investigate vegetation wake flows in
the flume environment (e.g. Chen et al., 2012, Meire et al., 2014). However, it is
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clear from Figure 8 that there is not a simple relationship between patch width or
length and wake length with a wide range of patterns evident. For example, there are
similar sized patches that exhibit noticeably different strength wakes (patches
labelled in Figure 8). This is due to the impact of neighbouring patches as well as
orientation, bed topography and complexity of patch shape, which will all confound
the underlying relations found in idealised conditions.

At the reach-scale, the model provides insight into the effect of vegetation on
channel roughness. In order to highlight the impact of the model on predicting
vegetative roughness, we extract the prediction of

, the component of the

roughness relating directly to vegetation (Cowan, 1956), by subtracting the
roughness of the unvegetated channel case. This assumes that the two primary
sources of roughness in the channel are the bed friction and vegetation and that the
vegetative roughness is additive (Cowan, 1956, Green, 2005a). This approach
produces an estimate of

=0.0225. Given the qualitative nature of many estimates

of vegetative roughness in the literature and the variation in measured roughness
even within same vegetation species across different sites (O’Hare et al., 2010), it is
difficult to validate this value directly. However, the value lies within the ‘medium’
vegetated case according to Chow (1959). We suggest these results highlight the
model’s ability to predict with accuracy the effect of vegetation on channel
hydraulics. In particular, the data requirements for model prediction do not greatly
exceed those of the existing models that exhibit similar or greater errors (e.g. Fisher,
1992, Green, 2006).
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6.2. Sediment deposition and morphodynamic evolution
Using the spatial velocity data from the model it is possible to infer patch-induced
fine sediment deposition patterns (de Lima et al., 2015). In this approach,
sedimentation regions are identified using a critical threshold velocity, below which
sediment deposition may occur. This velocity threshold will vary depending on grain
size and represents a simplified approach to sediment transport. Applying the
settling velocity of de Lima et al. (

=0.0475ms-1) and thereby assuming similar grain

sizes to those used by Chen et al. (2012) (~0.012mm), a sedimentation map is
created (Figure 11). Although in this case the map refers to an arbitrary grain size,
the results demonstrate the key impacts of vegetation on inferred sedimentation
patterns. The presence of vegetation increases the percentage of the domain
exhibiting sedimentation from 13% to 18% due to the presence of sedimentation
regions both in, and behind vegetation patches.

These regions of fine sediment and organic matter accumulation may provide
favourable conditions for vegetation growth and therefore may determine vegetation
configuration and landscape evolution (Gurnell et al., 2005, Meire et al., 2014).
Furthermore, the presence of vegetation removes some predicted sedimentation
zones due to the effect of vegetation patches deflecting flow towards the banks. This
can be clearly seen near the inlet at both edges of the channel. This highlights some
potential for vegetation to increase bank erosion (Gurnell et al., 2006).
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6.3. Habitat and ecology
Spatially distributed velocity data are a key component in predicting availability and
suitability of habitat. Typically, the criteria applied to generate a habitat suitability
index (HSI), from which the weighted usable area (WUA) can be calculated are the
flow velocity, depth and channel properties (Bovee, 1978, Leclerc, 2005). This
approach assumes that the distribution of biota is controlled by the hydraulic
conditions within the water column (Gore and Hamilton, 1996). The presence of
vegetation within the channel has been shown here to introduce heterogeneity within
the channel that alters the distribution of downstream velocities (Figure 10), which
will in turn impact significantly on the WUA calculation.

In addition, the spatial flow data permit calculation of key eco-hydraulic metrics that
have been proposed for quantifying stream habitat, including kinetic energy gradient
(KEG) and vorticity (Crowder and Diplas, 2000, 2006). KEG reflects the rate at which
the drag force acting on a fish will change between two locations and identifies ideal
feeding locations where fish rest in relatively slow regions adjacent to faster flow that
transports food (Kozarek et al., 2010). Similarly, vorticity highlights regions of high
velocity gradient and has been shown to increase dissolved oxygen levels within the
flow (Cokgor and Kucukali, 2004). The comparison of KEG (Figure 12) between the
unvegetated and vegetated channels demonstrates the impact of vegetation patches
in increasing energy gradients, and thus increasing the availability of ideal hydraulic
conditions for fish. Hydraulic preferences will vary with species and age, but applying
the ideal habitat condition of Crowder and Diplas (2006) for brook trout (4<KEG<14),
the vegetated channel shows a 69% increase in optimal feeding conditions.
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Similarly, the vorticity plots (Figure 13) show the impact of flow around individual
vegetation patches in creating regions of high positive and negative vorticity. The
mean absolute vorticity magnitude for the vegetated channel (0.42) is almost double
that of the unvegetated channel (0.23), again demonstrating the increased flow
complexity due to the presence of vegetation, which may enhance fish habitat within
the channel.

7. Discussion
The results demonstrate that the vegetation model developed here is able to
reproduce both the spatial patterns and magnitudes of the velocity profiles, even
reproducing complex wake structures and high velocity threads (Gurnell et al., 2006).
There is a clear improvement in predictive capacity with spatial complexity (grid
resolution) although the degree of improvement is spatially dependent and less
pronounced between the high and medium resolution cases. The key finding of this
work is the ability of the model to produce spatially distributed hydraulic data, which
provides a means for assessing the impact of vegetation on channel processes.
Application of the model has highlighted the impact of vegetation patches on velocity
distributions and flow structure, inferred erosion and deposition processes and ecohydraulic metrics. Such spatial information is not available from existing methods
that account for vegetation through a reach-averaged vegetative roughness term or
rely on simplified flow models.
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While the model shows good agreement with field data for many of the ADV
locations, there are a number of locations where prediction appears poorer. As
discussed, these may relate to either error in geolocation, field measurement or
model discretisation and parameterisation. Geolocation errors in the field data
collection methodology may have affected the vegetation position mapping, DEM
creation and location of validation velocity data. The EDM relies upon the measuring
pole being vertical, and even variations in angle from the vertical by as little as 2
degrees can introduce horizontal positional errors of 0.06 m. This is particularly
significant in heterogeneous flows such as vegetated channels where steep velocity
gradients occur across the vegetated boundaries and associated wakes (SandJensen, 1998, Wilson et al., 2005). This error was mitigated in part by the use of the
error window in calculating the MAE.

Field measurement errors include errors in the ADV measurement due to the
reflection from vegetation and bed elements within the measurement volume as well
as un-representative velocity measurements. For example, the low grid resolution
and consequent large grid cell volume (1.3x10-4 - 8.0x10-3 m3) of the models is
problematic when comparing field data obtained over a much smaller sampling
volume (2.5x10-7 m3). Here, due to the order of magnitude difference in sampling
volume, point data obtained in the field may not be representative of the mean flow
over the surrounding region. Furthermore, velocity data were collected at 0.4 of the
depth, which was between 0.04 and 0.12 m from the bed. At distances so close to
the bed it is likely that individual large grain-induced flow structures may have
affected velocity values (D84=0.0783 m).
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Finally, with respect to model parameterisation, the vegetation model is dependent
on patch characteristics such as submergence depth, solid volume fraction (a
function of stem density and diameter) and drag coefficient. Submergence depth and
stem diameter were measured manually within the field and are thus subject to
measurement error and were also assumed constant across patches. Currently,
there is a lack of available data on plant characteristics such as plant geometry and
solid volume fraction (Green, 2005b) and there is a need to collect such information
across a range of common macrophytes to enable continued development of CFD
models such as the one introduced here. In particular, the drag coefficient is known
to be inaccurate, and increasing model accuracy and transferability between field
sites through a more effective estimation of drag coefficients within such complex
environments is a key avenue for future research (Fischer-Antze et al., 2001, Kim
and Stoesser, 2011). However, in this specific case there is evidence from several
ADV locations that wake magnitudes are being correctly predicted suggesting that
the effect of the vegetation may be represented correctly (e.g. 1 to 2 m, XS1 in
Figure 6), and conversely there are also regions where poor model performance
appears not to be due to the vegetation model (e.g. 0 to 1 m, XS2 in Figure 6).
Instead, it is likely that some modelling errors are due to the coarse grid
discretisation and simplistic boundary conditions.

The current model presented here treats vegetation patches as static blockages. In
nature, vegetation patches may reconfigure to the flow, a process that has been
shown to impact upon roughness (Siniscalchi and Nikora, 2013, Verschoren et al.,
2015). Including the effects of patch reconfiguration would permit the application of
the model across a wider range of flow conditions but would require further field data
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to accurately quantify patch reconfiguration across a range of velocities.
Furthermore, vegetation canopies may respond dynamically to the local flow field,
moving in response to turbulence introduced by canopy shear layers (Ghisalberti and
Nepf, 2002) and plant flapping processes (Nikora, 2010). Inclusion of these effects
would be possible using a dynamic drag mask (Ikeda et al., 2001, Marjoribanks et
al., 2014b), which moves at each time-step. Scales of plant motion could be
characterised from the lateral shear layer velocity profiles evident within the timeaveraged velocity field and using data from the ADV measurements collected in the
field. However, such an improvement would require a time-dependent flow
calculation that itself incurs higher computational cost through finer grid resolutions
and high frequency time-stepping. Assessing the impact of these dynamic flowvegetation interactions on patch-scale hydraulics is a direction for future research.

Considering these factors, and the ability of the model to reproduce the shape of the
velocity profiles and velocity magnitude at the ADV locations, we suggest that the
model presented here provides a promising methodology for predicting the patchscale effect of vegetation on flow within rivers. In particular, the model provides a
wealth of spatial data that existing flow-vegetation models are not able to provide,
and may have a role in river management, especially in conservation areas such as
chalk rivers where there is a fine balance between the demands of flood and
ecosystem management (Cranston and Darby, 2004).
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8. Conclusion
This paper has outlined a new patch-scale representation of vegetation within a CFD
model that is capable of representing static, submerged aquatic vegetation through a
combined drag and MFSA treatment. The model has been shown to produce key
flow structures associated with vegetated channels including wake regions and high
velocity threads and shows improved accuracy with resolution, achieving <5% error
for reach-scale hydraulic measures at 0.05 m resolution.

Further work is required to assess and improve the accuracy of the model across a
range of flow and vegetation conditions and to assess the impact of temporal flow
and vegetation dynamics on flow predictions. Nevertheless, we show that this model
provides new capabilities for assessing the effect of vegetation on rivers, including its
impact on hydraulics as well as sediment transport and ecology.
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Table 1: Comparison of Manning’s n values calculated in the field with those
obtained from the three different resolution numerical models.

Case
Field Measurement
Low (0.20 m)
Medium (0.10 m)
High (0.05 m)

Manning’s n
0.0748
0.0870
0.0798
0.0712

Error
16.3%
6.7%
4.8%
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Figure 1: Field setup. Green patches represent vegetation, red circles show ADV points and the
contour map shows the topography
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.
Figure 2: Schematic diagram of expected variation in minimum mean absolute error (MAE) with
window size (δ). The red dashed red line indicates the decrease in error due to geolocation error
while the blue dashed line indicates the more gradual decrease in error due to statistical effects. The
black dotted line illustrates the theoretical threshold value (δ*) between these two regimes.
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Figure 3: Error mitigation and classification process. Small geolocation errors are mitigated through
use of a spatial window comparison. Remaining errors are then classified into three types
(geolocation, model error and field error) based upon visual comparison of the flow profiles. The
three schematic diagrams show hypothetical modelled (black lines) and measured (red circles)
velocities.
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Figure 4: Variation in mean absolute error in downstream velocity with spatial error window.
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Figure 5: Variation in mean absolute error in cross-stream velocity with spatial error window.
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Figure 6: Downstream velocity profiles at cross-sections 1,2 and 3 for low, medium and high
resolution.
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Figure 7: Cross-stream velocity profiles at cross-sections 1,2 and 3 for low, medium and high
resolution.
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Figure 8: Depth-averaged downstream velocity predictions for the (a) unvegetated and (b) vegetated
channel. Vegetation patches shown in green with two similar patches shown in red boxes.
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Figure 9: Depth-averaged cross-stream velocity predictions for the (a) unvegetated and (b) vegetated
channel. Vegetation patches shown in green. Flow recirculation regions shown in red.
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Figure 10: Distribution of depth-averaged velocities across the domain for the unvegetated (red) and
vegetated (blue) cases.
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Figure 11: Inferred deposition patterns for the (a) unvegetated and (b) vegetated channels using the
approach of de Lima et al. (2015). Areas of deposition are shown in red. Vegetation patches shown
in green.
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Figure 12: Kinetic energy gradient for the (a) unvegetated and (b) vegetated channels. Vegetation
patches shown in green.
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Figure 13: Vorticity plots for the (a) unvegetated and (b) vegetated channels. Vegetation patches
shown in green.
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